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Chapter 9: Divine Connection 
 

The We 

I remember a time  
When time was not When all that 
was 
Was what could not be When who 
was All  
And I was We. 
 
When I existed as We 
We were ablaze 
The fire was power, 
The light was life, 
And I was not;  
Alone did not exist. 
 
But some part of the We broke off,  
And throwing us out of balance  
No longer a single living cell, 
We scattered in many directions 
 

 
The Divine connection is the state of being where you and the Divine, whatever 
that means to you, exist in a free flowing connection. Your prayers, 
meditations, and positive attitude nurture your connection to the Divine. It is 
oneness at its best. 
 
In contrast, your Divine connection is weakened by negative conversations and 
attitudes that resemble an atheist mindset, essentially not believing miracles are 
possible for you or anyone else. 
 
Your Divine connection occurs naturally; everyone is born with this connection 
intact. Only you can break your connection with the Divine. You have to 
decide to sever the connection to have it unhooked. One of the reasons an 
individual chooses to disconnect from the Divine is the set of circumstances 
around their upbringing. 
 
As a child grows, the emotional brain is developing. If their parent or guardian 
is particularly abusive or harmful, the child can develop a mindset where he or 
she believes there is no God and no hope. Ninety-nine percent of the time this 
detachment occurs prior to age ten. About three percent of humans are 
currently detached from their Divine connection. 
 
At age twenty-five I disconnected from the Divine and lived as if God were 
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dead for three years. Wow, you might wonder, how could a devout woman who 
prays all the time disconnect? Sometimes God says no, and in the no there is no 
“knowing.” 
 
The years leading up to this point were some of the most difficult in my life. I 
had married a man committed to drinking, among other things. After seven 
years of marriage, most of which were unhappy as I tried to survive it and 
provide some happiness for my little ones, I finally broke into pieces. I 
developed terminal cancer, and was in a relationship most would consider 
abusive. I was sick, tired, depressed, and hopeless. I was in and out of hospitals 
and had been in a mental health hospital struggling with my emotions and 
severe depression. 
 
Finally the doctors told me they would not allow me to return home because 
they feared I would die. I had to find a place to live and learn to live away from 
my husband and the stressors of an unhealthy relationship. I did this. This was 
the hardest thing I had ever done up to that point. I felt alone in the world. I 
wanted very much to have my children with me and fought for custody. 
However, I lost custody in divorce court. 
 
I had never considered life without my children, and life without them was 
unbearable. But as I look back, I understand the court’s decision; I was so 
young and so very sick. I finally realized that the judge could not have made 
any other decision. 
 
I was in unbearable pain. My prayers had fallen on deaf ears and so, I believed, 
God must be d-e-a-d. 
 
This was most assuredly my “dark night of the soul.” I attended college and 
cried all day long. My solace was Mr. Rogers on the TV during my lunch 
break. I returned home to have a meal and catch another program of soothing 
Mr. Rogers. I guess he held the comforting God space until I could return to my 
direct connection with the Divine. 
 
Life happens. Bad things happen to really good people and we learn and grow 
and take our spiritual steps out of these challenges. I do believe all the hardship 
in my life had purpose and formed me into the woman I am today. I am grateful 
for all the challenges. If I had physically raised my three children, I would not 
be now doing the work in the world I came to do, so it was a necessary 
severing of ties. 
 
One day I had had enough, I missed my connection and as if I had awakened 
from a dream, I was back in the loving arms of Father God. Life for me is a 
million times better with the connection than without. If you have gone through 
this experience you will understand what I am talking about. 
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People whose Divine connection is severed will not see the value of 
reconnecting the link. Their energy vibration will typically be under a hundred 
and the way they view the world is from a lower, darker perspective. 
 
If you don’t feel your connection, but have a desire to be connected, you can 
activate the link with some very simple steps. First, “Know that it is already 
there and that you are bringing this connection back into the light.” This is 
easier than you think. 
 
Three Simple Steps to Improving Your Divine Connection 

1. Sit quietly and breathe in pink and Gold Energy deeply, breathe out 
and use your breath as signal to your body that it is time to relax. 

2. Imagine yourself as a spirit, now seated in the center of your head. 

3. Send a Gold cord up from the center of head to the Divine. Imagine 
it connecting in with the Divine. 

 
Congratulations. You are connected! 
 
Just in case you are struggling with an external block, say, some negative 
energy source outside you, perform the following procedure: 

• Imagine a new connection cord pops over the old one and causes the 
older cord to disappear. Do this five times. 

• Each time, you replace the old cord with a new Golden cord the 
former cord will disappear. 

 
Once you have activated the Golden cord linking the center of the head to the 
Divine five times, you will be connected. 
 

The We (continued) 

The brightest parts became 
The stars and planets; 
Those parts of the We 
Became small 
Became less brilliant 

Because we could not access All  
Of the light of the We, 
We became confused in the spinning off  
We became the many 
We forgot the We. 
 
The self  
The sparkle 
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The glimmer 
Became encompassed by a mass; 
It had weight, 
It moved, thought, and felt. 
 
It responded to the temporary; 
The unreal came to be 
The unquestioned truth, 
Though we all knew it was a lie. 

What could we do? 

Repetition for Clearing Energy 
 
Repetition is one of the most consistent and effective ways to clear unwanted 
energy. Think about it: the Catholic Rosary is the repetition of a prayer fifty-
three times and the Yogic mantras are the repetition of a mantra 108 times. The 
Buddhist, Sikhs, Sufis, and virtually all major religious and spiritual groups 
have their own unique prayers for clearing. 
 
If you would like to experience this process in a prayer format, I have created 
Illumination (www.julierenee.com), an advanced form of the Christ/Mary-
inspired rosary. This rosary will raise your energetic signature, which supports 
the creation of miracles. 
 
Divine connection can also be restored through reading scripture, especially 
high and inspiring passages. Such passages include the yogic sutras of Patanjali 
or the numerous Biblical passages related to love, such as 

Beloved, let us love one another, 
For love is of God and everyone who loveth, 
Is born of God and knoweth God 
He that loveth not, knoweth not God \ 
For God Is Love. 
Beloved let us love one another. 

John 4:7&8 
 
If your Divine connection is broken, you have willingly chosen to turn away 
from it in this life or in a past life. For example, I noticed a large tattoo on a 
man’s forearm in the Las Vegas airport the other day, proclaiming him a “bad 
ass.” Choosing to deliberately disconnect and then seal that concept into his 
cellular body by announcing it to everyone, he is creating a group meme or 
group mindset. He is broadcasting to all the folks that come in contact with him 
that he is tough and doesn’t need anyone, as if to tell others that he rules his 
“bad-ass” kingdom and that they should look out. 
 
He might have thought he was keeping up with the times when he had the 
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tattoo imbedded into his skin. However, if the intention is to strengthen one’s 
Divine Connection, my suggestion is to let that concept go, perhaps even 
remove such a tattoo. Connecting with lower vibration levels and a 
preoccupation with bad, satanic, and demonic concepts will keep a person from 
having a blissful Divine Connection.  
 
In the last chapter we ended with the concept of GLORY. This is what you 
share when you are connected with the Divine and actively accessing your 
connection. So many people have the connection but never open the door. 
Which one are you? When was the last time you connected in a deep way to the 
Divine? When would “now” be a good time to get connected? 
 

The We (continued) 

I lacked in spark 
My flame grew dangerously small 
I longed for the fire of the We 
The time of no time 
When all that was was not 
And nothing was real. 
 
I longed for the We 
The blaze and the brilliance The 
completion. 
 
There is a new, 
A beingness, 
A brightness, 
Found from the We. 
 
I in myself 
Encompassed by the mass Lacking in spark 
Have glimpsed at the new. 
 
It is purest light, 
Brightest love 
The new is the ancient, revealed. 
It is a glimmer of the Omni; 
It is the remembrance of the We 
 
Truth is that which is unreal 
I am and exist truly in the We; 
Only in my lack of existence  
Am I free to be what is not. 
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